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Georgie Guinane is a self-and-dad-proclaimed “Expert at F*cking Sh*t Up” 

and proud member of the “I Have Never Had Sex with a Goat” Facebook 

Group. She has 25 years of experience at being a hot mess, and has even 

less experience with writing humor. This may be her first e-book, but she’s 

been writing it in her mind ever since her boss told her she had to (approx. 

3 days ago). Before you start Googling her name to find out who the hell 

she is and see an unfortunate, out-of-context picture of a man with a sock-

covered foot in his mouth, or a Puddle of Mudd 

music video on YouTube in which all of the 

commenters think she’s actually Ellen Page 

(because why WOULDN’T Oscar-nominated 

actress Ellen Page star in a Puddle of Mudd 

music video?!), here’s all of the information 

you need to believe that she is, in fact, 

qualified to advise you on every topic 

covered in this book...

About the Author



She once made out with the hot Australian guy 

from Coyote Ugly (when he was like, almost 40 

and super drunk. But still.)

She went vegan for 6 months once because she fell 

in love with a guy who was vegan and thought it 

would make him love her. It did not, and he ended 

things after just 3 weeks. Denial is a fantastic diet!

She starts panting like a French bulldog when 

she simply sees stairs, but she still begrudgingly 

chooses them over the elevator 1/8 of the time. 

Food puns are one of her favorite things...

she could just eat them up! She also went 

through a phase where she watched “The 

Naked Chef” like, every day for 2 months, 

and then bought all of Jamie Oliver’s cook 

books. She plans to use them one day, 

but primarily spent her time just looking 

at the pretty pictures. (She once described 

this process as “masturbation for your 

stomach!” to a friend, but decided quickly 

that that was a huge mistake.)

 

 

She watched “The Secret” documentary on 

Netflix once and totally bought into it. She uses 

“visualization” techniques to get men who look 

attractive from far away to come closer so she 

can verify their attractiveness, and to find more 

convenient parking.

She’s never fooled by those infomercials who 

promise to “double your order” for free. SHE 

KNOWS THEY GET YOU WITH THE SEPARATE 

“SHIPPING AND HANDLING” FEES, AND NO 

ONE* NEEDS TWO PORTABLE LASER HAIR 

REMOVERS! (*Exception: 

Michael J. Fox’s character in 

Teen Wolf and Kevin’s Mom).

She doesn’t cover much 

science in this book, if any. 

But she did take this picture 

with Neil Degrasse Tyson 

at a house party once, so 

if anything science-y comes 

up, don’t you dare try to 

challenge me. I mean her. 

Don’t you dare try to challenge her...

on “Exercise”

on “Food & Recipes”

on “Wealth & Budgeting”

on “Science”

lesser 
human

Genius Astrophysicist/
Phenomenal Dancer,
Neil Degrasse Tyson

on “Spirituality & 
Personal Growth”

on “Health & Dieting”

on “Men, Sex & Dating”

PS: She’s also British, so if you want to read this ebook with a British accent in your head, it’ll probably make it sound more legit. (Note: This is not recommended if you’re not the type of person who likes to have fun, or are already British. If you’re already British, maybe try reading it in a Morgan Freeman accent.)



Georgie Guinane interviews Georgie Guinane, because no one else will.

Like, “Gah-nane.” It rhymes with bane. As in, “Bane is my favorite villain in the Batman 

comics,” or my dad’s catchphrase, “Georgie, you are the bane of my existence.”  

It needed to be written by someone who could express what it truly means to not have 

your shit together.  As one of the least experienced and most desperate people in my 

company, I think I was always the obvious choice. 

 

I woke up like this.

 

I want people to validate me by telling me they 

liked it. And world peace. 

Emma Stone and Jennifer Lawrence are 

really ballsy, kind, and witty women. I bet 

they inspire a lot of people. I’m inspired by 

staying employed and not having to move 

back in with my parents.

 

Why am I asking myself that question? I thought I explicitly 

told myself to tell myself that I wouldn’t answer that 

question. We’re done here. *Rips off microphone, storms 

away from mirror sitting in a chair across from self.*

How do you pronounce your last name?

Who inspires you?

Why were you chosen to write the Summ
er Guide?

Aren’t you a little pale to be 
writing a Summer Guide?

What do you want people to 
take away from this book?

What really happend between 

you, Kevin, and Kevin’s mom?

Interview with the Author
EXCLUSIVE



Dress up as a cop or firefighter when going 

out to meals. They usually get some kind of 

discount/free stuff. Assholes. 

Sell as much stuff on the internet as you possibly 

can. Sell gifts you received, even if they have 

“sentimental value.” You know who can’t afford 

“sentimental value”? You, at 4am when you need to 

order a pizza because Brian still hasn’t texted you 

back and it’s been three days and 16 episodes of 

House, M.D. 

When going out for drinks for someone’s 

birthday, watch the birthday person closely—

keep offering to buy them drinks when they’ve just 

gotten a new one from someone else. By the time 

it’s your turn, they’ll already be too drunk to have 

another and you’ll be doing THEM a favor.

Order HBO (unless you already have it, in which 

case why the hell are you reading my sad money 

saving tips, you filthy rich swine?!). Find 10 friends 

who want an HBO GO password. Tell them all that 

they can use it if they give you 10 dollars or take you 

to dinner once a month. (If they choose to take you 

to dinner, don’t forget tip #7. 

Cut your own hair.

Call your parents crying and 

ask them for a “loan” 

because you owe a man 

named Bobby Bublé (no 

relation to Michael) a lot of 

money after a bad bet over a 

horse named Nelly Furtado.

Never buy condiments—always ask for “an 

uncomfortable amount” of ranch, etc., at 

restaurants. Always have them box the extra gallon 

you don’t use. 

Stop buying products that make your skin softer 

or your hair nicer. If you’re with a partner and 

this bothers them, dump them. You know what’s 

cheaper than meals for two? Meals for one. 

“Borrow” your friends’ accounts for every 

subscription based service you use – Netflix, 

Pandora, Cheese of the Month club, etc. If you can’t 

find anyone who will lend you their passwords to 

these things, then you probably don’t have many 

good friends and you should rethink the value of 

your entire existence right now.

Wander the streets in search of a food delivery 

car. Wait for the delivery driver to get out and 

walk up to the house, but intercept him before 

he reaches the door. Explain that you’re just 

getting home, and make sure that the payment 

was done with a credit card before he arrived (it 

usually is these days, plus the tip.) Take the food 

and pretend like you “forgot” something in your 

car you have to get before going back into your 

apartment. Steal. I’m literally telling you to steal 

food from unsuspecting strangers who will still be 

asking themselves half an hour 

later “WHERE THE HELL IS MY 

CHINESE?” By the time they call 

the place to find out, you’ll be chin 

deep in their stir fry, feeling terrible 

but knowing that the $16.82 you 

saved is going towards seeing the 

new Nicholas Sparks movie alone.

Money Saving Tips For Terrible People 
10 Cool
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Summer Love Poem 
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Thou art more hot and sweat-inducing,

And if thou is willing to be my bae,
We may bang all summer, sans reproducing.

For while some summer days may prove boring,
With reruns of Friends and fridge exploring,

Our thrilling love shan’t dull or leave,
Too good to be true, too good to believe!

But soon you’ll stop texting, and I’ll find out why:
“That whoreson’s still on Tinder, swiping to the righ’!”

(YOU BIT-ITH YOUR THUMB AT  
MINE HEART, STEEEEVE!)

Tell Someone You’re Not Into 
Them Without Directly Telling 
Them You’re Not Into Them... 
• Tell them how much you wish you could be 

REAL brother and sister, like Donnie and Marie 

only with less sexual tension and music. 

• Tell them you wish their personality matched 

their face. 

• Tell them you’re into them like Enrique Iglesias 

was into his mole.

• Tell them that if the eyes are the windows to the 

soul, their soul looks like Steve Buscemi. 

• Tell them that if there were only one day left on 

earth, you would spend your final 24 hours not 

having sex with them. 

HOW to:

Be a Forgettable 
Wedding Guest 

Get them a French Press.

Blend in with the “dads” while 

dancing. (See EXAMPLE 1)

*Note: It’s important to swing  

your arms and sway your hips 

rhythmically to the music, 

while also grinning like this is 

the first time you’ve masturbated in 

weeks and you’re not even ashamed 

 of it.

Don’t make a speech unless 

you have to. If you have to, just 

paraphrase Forrest Gump, like so: “I 

am not a smart (wo)man, but I know 

what love is...” and then gesture to 

the bride and groom with a thumbs 

up before awkwardly sitting down. 

Most of the crowd won’t get the 

reference (when it’s not done 

in Tom Hank’s poignantly sad, 

slow drawl, at least), and will assume you’re really 

confessing that you’re not smart and just made a 

super short and boring wedding speech. 

Don’t hook up with anyone at the wedding. Not 

even the bride’s mildly attractive cousin Andrew. 

Stay away from all of the “aunts” in attendance. 

Them bitches talk for years. 

HOW to:
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EXAMPLE 1
The “Dad Dance”



Tell thetruth

Lie

Yes, of course.

Lie
Lie

She’s okay, not
 really.

She’s sort of t
he 

worst, actually.

Are you

friends?

Should You Lie To Your Friend

HateTheir 

“ish”

Significant Other?
Fact That YouAbout The 



YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

It will last until 
the New Year,

because neither of 
you can handle   

rejection so quickly.

YES
Then yes. But only 
after you abandon 
your morals and 
change your entire 
appearance, and go 

through a whole school 
year not together.

Then yes. But only 
after you abandon 
your morals and 
change your entire 
appearance, and go 

through a whole school 
year not together.

It will not last. Sorry.It will not last. Sorry.

Is his name Danny Zuko?Is his name Danny Zuko?

No, don’t bother. It 
won’t last, anyway.
No, don’t bother. It 
won’t last, anyway.

Have you said “ I  
love you” yet?

Have you said “ I  
love you” yet?

Is it because 
you are afraid?
Is it because 
you are afraid?

Then why haven’t you?Then why haven’t you?

Should I?Should I?



You’ve never Already Tried!
Oh, come on. Unless you’re Gumby or an active cast member of Cirque du Soleil, you wouldn’t 

even be able to begin to attempt 8,008 sex positions. And even if you ARE up for the challenge, 

do you really need someone to tell you that the only way to please your partner is to shape-shift 

your body like a goddamn Rubix cube? No, CosmoGurlForever89, you don’t. But here are 8 sex 

positions you’ve probably already tried, because I don’t want to completely disappoint you:

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

7

“Is it in?”

“Your cat is staring at me, but I won’t stop 

I’ll just bang you in shame.”

“Is this that ‘Surfboard’ position that 

Beyonce was talking about? My thighs were 

not built for this shit.”

“YES! I can still watch the Law & Order 

marathon on the TV behind you if we do it 

like this!”

“Your hair’s in my mouth.”

“I don’t like the way my belly sticks out this 

way, let’s do the one where my body is in 

more of a 2-D position.”

“But…but we have to make direct eye 

contact if we do it like this…”

THIS IS SPARTA!!!!! Or, [Faking intensifies].

8,008 Sex Positio
ns



Lip Balm

THE

Pick a flavor you absolutely love, that comes in candle form. It’s 

recommended that it’s something fruity that you think would taste 

nice, rather than “Ocean Breeze” or something, because what the fuck 

even does that smell like? Salt? No. 

For 30 days, burn this particular candle while staring at pictures of 

Ryan Gosling for 20 minutes each night. Make sure that you are 

ONLY looking at pictures of Ryan Gosling. Optional: Imagine yourself 

kissing Ryan Gosling while looking at pictures of him, but try to avoid 

pictures of him kissing other women. 

Now that you’ve programmed your brain to 

associate this smell with sexy Ryan Gosling kisses, 

you’re ready to make your balm! 

½ teaspoon of melted candle wax 

(from the candle you used to stare at 

pictures of sexy Ryan Gosling) 

2 teaspoons of Olive Oil 

½ teaspoon of Shea Butter*  

(*can also add Cocoa Butter)

½ teaspoon of honey and any flavor 

of oil to taste 

1 vitamin E capsule to preserve the 

Lip Balm (optional)

Directions

1. Put all of the ingredients in a bowl.

2. Boil kettle and pour the water into a larger bowl 

(this is called a water-bath).

3. Place the bowl of ingredients in the hot water. Make 

sure no water gets into the smaller bowl.

4. When the mix is completely melted, pour it into a 

plastic lip balm tub (you can get in any Michaels or 

other craft store), and put it in the fridge for half an 

hour (or until mix is completely solid).

5. To apply the lip balm, use your finger and close 

your eyes. (To imagine that you are kissing sexy 

Ryan Gosling, you slightly-creepy goddess, you!)

Make Your Own Cool Lip-Balm 
That Tastes Like Ryan Gosling

HOW to:

“Sexy Ryan Gosling Kisses”

INGREDIENTS

2

3
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Which of the following Tweets would you most 
likely Retweet?

A) Him: “I love you.” Me: “Thank you.” #FML 

#ForeverAlone

B) It’s all happening!!!! ;) xoxo

C) Madonna’s Like a Virgin is about big dicks. 

#TheMoreYouKnow

D) I feel the need…the need for speed! And a hot 

ass. And a cocktail. I have a lot of needs.

E) If newborn babies could speak they would be the 

most intelligent beings on earth. 

Which of the following best describes the look on 
your face right now?

A) Vulnerable. Like I’m all like, “I have no idea where 

my f*cking cat is.”

B) I have a sexy secret ;) Not really, but for some 

reason I have this grin on my face like I have a 

sexy secret. I’m sexy like that.

C) “OH SHIT, IT’S THE COPS!”

D) Tom Cruise jumping on Oprah’s couch screaming, 

“I LOVE THIS QUIZ!”

E) I look suspicious of everything, all the time. Why 

do you ask? 

Which of these songs would most likely be your 
ideal “summer jam,” even though none of them 
are particularly good “summer jams”?

A) Moonriver, Henry Mancini

B) The Wind, Cat Stevens

C) I Shot the Sheriff, Eric Clapton

D) Take My Breath Away, Berlin

E) If everybody in the world dropped out of school 

we would have a much more intelligent society/ 

Summertime, Will Smith

If you could do any of these summer activities the 
most, which one would it be?

A) Throw parties where a bunch of rich men vie for 

my attention, and a bunch of strangers drink too 

much and my cat goes MIA.

B) Tour on a bus with an up-and-coming band, 

because I love music and banging the hottest one 

in the band. 

C) Rob banks without killing any normal people. Just 

cops. They aren’t normal people.

D) Fly my own jet, hide the fact that I have a flaming 

crush on my best friend and act super gay together 

all summer. 

E) If there is bread winners, there is bread losers. But 

you can’t toast what isn’t real. #BreadPeopleLives

Your general style can best be described as…

A) Chic, sophistocated. Somehow I manage to pull 

this off even when I’m just getting out of bed. 

People hate me.

B) Coachella. 

C) Suits all day, suits all night. Blood stained.

D) Leather jacket, white shirt, toothy grin.

E) UFOs

What’s your favorite movie out of the following?

A) Breakfast at Tiffany’s

B) Almost Famous

C) Reservoir Dogs

D) Top Gun

E) Jonah Hill is a genius

What Type of Cool Sunglasses Should You Be 
Wearing To Make Your Stupid Face Look Cooler? 

Cool Quiz 1 :

SEE NEXT PAGE 
FOR ANSWERS



Answers:
Congratulations! You need big, fat, “I’m better and classier than all 

you other bitches even though I’m a prostitute!” glasses! Just like 

Holly Golightly, you’ll lose your damn cat but get the guy in these 

sophisocated shades!

Mostly “A
”

Mostly “B”

Mostly “C”

Mostly “D”

Mostly “E”

Congratulations! Your stupid face needs iconic Penny Lane from 

Almost Famous shades! For some reason you’ll automatically pout 

every time you put them on! I don’t know why. But I DO KNOW 

that you’re gonna look so cool in these shades, a roadie from John 

Mayer’s crew will want to have sex with you! Hell, John Mayer will 

want to have sex with you! (But let’s face it, he’d probably have sex 

with the sunglasses alone.) 

Congratulations, you old Reservoir Dog! You are ruthless and probably 

a bit of an idiot, but you are going to look like a ruthless, COOL idiot 

in these Ray-Bans that you probably can’t afford! (Unless you really 

do rob banks, or at least your parents! Living at home in your 40s IS a 

form of robbery, Dan.)

Everyone looks great in Aviators, especially a sexy, charismatic, 

talented Scientologist actor like YOU! With these shades, no one will 

notice you checking out Val Kilmer’s ass or auditioning actresses to 

be your next girlfriend/wife! 

Congratulations, you’re literally Jaden Smith! You have permanently-

suspicious-face, and thus don’t need sunglasses AT ALL! Your 

philosophical musings on Twitter and awesomely talented celebrity Fresh 

Prince of a dad are all you need to protect yourself from the sun! It’s just 

like you say…”How Can Mirrors Be Real If Our Eyes Aren’t Real? “



+
With This Person You Said

 You’d

Hang Out With?* $

$

*

Should You CANCEL Plans

On a scale from 1 - Johnny Cash’s ‘Hurt’

how hurt will this person be if
you cancel your plans?

+

Somewhere Who is Johnny
between a 5
and a Kim
Kardashian 
ugly cry.

Cash???
I don’t think 
they’ll care.

 short and Kim Kardashian’s
ugly cry is super funny 

Do what you want, Bitch!

Cancel. Life is too

GET
OUT
OF MY
FLOW
CHART

Why are you 
even consulting 
me then?



at a party...

Excuse to leave conversation and never,
ever, ever return.

Actually need to use the restroom.

“Will You Excuse Me?

Bathroom
I Have To Go Use

Cool Pie Chart 1

”the



When you’re out socializing and the person 

you’re talking to goes to the bathroom or to 

grab another drink, don’t immediately take out 

your cellphone so that it doesn’t look like you’re 

alone to the people around you. You are alone, 

so just be alone for 2 fucking minutes. Besides, 

what’s wrong with that? If you can be confident 

enough to be alone for a couple of minutes in a 

social situation, with nothing else to do but look 

around a room and at the other people in it, 

then you are braver than 99% of the population. 

Go you! Now, take this short “alone” opportunity 

to reflect on yourself and the nice conversation 

you were just having, to judge the people around 

you based on what they’re wearing and how 

much more fun they’re having than you, and 

to accidentally make eye contact with Damien 

who oh shit oh god now he’s coming over here 

why the fuck didn’t you just pretend to look 

interested in a text message you idio--Damien! 

Hey, nice to see you! What have you been 

up to? I’m sorry I didn’t text you back, by the 

way, I’ve just been so busy with work! 

Actually, will you excuse me for 

a moment, I have to use 

the bathroom!

Create a vision board with everything you 

could possibly want out of life-- small things, 

big things, swamp things... Even the person 

you’re in love with. Whatever you want, cut it 

out and paste it onto a poster. Hang that poster 

directly above your bed, so that you see it right 

before you go to sleep, and right as you wake 

up in the morning. Eventually, as you continue to 

concentrate on these things, you will find yourself 

attaining them. You get the outfit, you get the 

promotion, you lose the weight. Ryan finally 

asks you out for a date, and confesses that he’s 

liked you for a long time. You’re having sex with 

Ryan on your bed. Ryan turns and you get on 

top. Ryan sees Ryan’s face staring back at him, 

wedged between a picture of a Mini Cooper 

and Halle Berry’s ass. Ryan says he has to go 

because he left the toaster on. Weeks later, you 

get the Mini Cooper. 

Look into the mirror every day and say the 

following speech: 

“I am beautiful. I am confident. I am 

worthy of love. I see pride. I see power. I 

see a bad ass mother who don’t take no 

crap off nobody. I see that I am turning 

into my mother, aren’t I? I have 

actually become my mother. Shit.”

Work on Yourself That Don’t Involve Meditation, 
Yoga, or Some Other “Basic Bitch” Shit

3 Cool W
ays to:

1 2

3

at a party...

Excuse to leave conversation and never,
ever, ever return.

Actually need to use the restroom.

“Will You Excuse Me?

Bathroom
I Have To Go Use

Cool Pie Chart 1

”the



Take a “now” picture of yourself in a bikini.

Take a “now” picture of some kale in a bikini.

Decide which one looks more disgusting. 

The kale looks more disgusting. Decide not to diet 

and just learn how to have a healthy lifestyle by 

watching all of the food documentaries on Netflix.

Ignore all of the things you learned about being 

healthy in 1- 2 weeks. Eat pizza. 

Repeat process until achieving “Fuck it! I like 

myself the way I am!” status at 52 years of age. 

Random “Cool” 
Fact 1 

Drinking cool beverages doesn’t make 

you cooler, it’s actually hot drinks that will 

bring down your body temperature. (But 

who the hell wants to grab a soy latte when 

you’re sweating like a Leonardo DiCaprio 

who hasn’t had sex with a blonde Victoria’s 

Secret model in a month? So keep sipping 

on that iced green tea that’s actually 

disgusting, Diane!) 

Random “Cool” Fact 2
Watermelon is not a fruit—it’s a vegetable. Which somehow makes watermelon seem more disgusting, doesn’t it? For some reason this fact is going to change the taste of watermelon to you forever, and you’ll never understand why. Sorry.

Random “Cool” 
Fact 3

Ice pops were invented accidentally in 1905 

by an 11-year-old named Frank Epperson. 

He mixed soda and water and left the 

mixture out overnight with the stirring stick 

still in it. Since the temperature was low 

outside, it froze. He patented the idea in 

1924. So basically, a lazy 11-year-old who 

was just fucking around is more innovative 

and successful than you’ll ever be. 

Random “Cool” 
Fact 4

My friend Becky just texted me. 
We’re going out later. 

Stay Motivated on Your Summer Diet

2
3

1

4

5

6

HOW to:



Summer 

this Summer 

Activities
you’ l l actually do

Netflix binge-watchingReading this sentence

Talk about going on a dietVacation

Hanging out with friends, going outBeach or pool

Cool Pie Chart 2



Text-ercise

FIRE HYDRANTS

“I’d like a larg
e 

cheese pizza. . .
”

“Putting out the
 fires 

of my drunk te
xts”

SQUATS

SIDE KICKS

LYING LUNGES

BICEP CURLS

“I wonder what Scott 
is doing tonight. . . ” 

6 Cool Ways to:

“Wrong Number Dick Pic”

“I AM PLANKI
NG AND 

CAN’T DEAL 
WITH 

YOUR SHIT RI
GHT 

NOW, MEGAN” 

PLANKS

“Sorry, lost all my numbers, who is this?” 



I cannot remember anyone’s names. The moment 

a new person tells me their name, I realize about 

twenty seconds-45 minutes later that I’ve already 

completely forgotten it. It’s like they never told 

me in the first place. Tim? Is it Tim? Then, I spend 

the next hour praying that A) Someone says their 

name aloud in my prestence, or B) Someone asks 

me for an introduction. “B” is my worst nightmare 

(along with heights and running into Benedict 

Cumberbatch without any makeup on), and it’s 

happened to me all too many times. In fact, I’d say 

that out of all of the times I’ve ever met someone 

new, 80% of the time I forget it the moment they 

say it. Why? Because I’m concentrating on myself 

and trying to remember my own name and at least 

one thing I can talk about so that I don’t have to 

pretend I have to go to the bathroom for the 8th 

time that night. So, thanks to my many misfortunate 

encounters, I’ve designed a fun way to remember 

everyone’s names I ever meet.

The moment they say their name, I give their name 

a rap-rhyme. Out loud. 

That’s right, the moment I meet someone--say, 

a guy named Michael--I’ll go, “Michael has a 

cycle!” and then laugh. It makes me look really, 

really stupid, but that’s great. Because now they’re 

already laughing (at me, not with me), which gives 

me another 4 seconds to think of something to ask 

them besides, “I’m sorry, can you repeat your name 

that you literally just said, because I wasn’t paying 

attention to you, I was paying attention to what I 

was going to say when you asked me my name?” 

Now, here’s where it gets super fun and weird—

when you get a name like Ted, you’ll find yourself 

blurting out something uncomfortable like, “Ted’s 

dead!” And everyone will go silent. And then you’ll 

have two options: You can be a normal person and 

say it’s just a rhyming game you use to remember 

people’s names, or you can be awful and make up 

a story about someone you know named Ted who’s 

just died, and that even just hearing his name is still 

painful and shocks that sort of thing out of you. I really 

wouldn’t recommend the latter, but if you’re like me, 

you won’t have any tact and you’ll do it anyway.

Note: If the person has a stupid name that doesn’t 

have an easy normal-word rhyme, like, “Ezra,” it’s 

completely fine to just never remember this person’s 

name. Clearly their parents didn’t love them 

enough to give them a name that allows them to 

buy personal souvenirs in airport gift shops, so they 

probably have a lot of emotional baggage that you 

don’t wanna deal with, anyway. 

How to Remember Literally Anyone’s Name, 
Even When You’re That Awful Person Who 

“Never Remembers Names”

Cool Life Hack 
1:



Kale is the Laney Boggs of health foods. At first you’re all like, “Ew, that kale 

will never be delicious or popular!” but with a little bit of oil, spice, 

a haircut, and taking off its glasses, kale can transform into the 

sexiest vegetable in your school! I mean fridge. So, try this 

recipe to give kale a She’s All That style taste-makeover, 

that even Freddie Prince Jr.’s mouth would want to take to 

Belly-Prom! (And unlike the movie, Paul Walker (RIP) can’t 

steal your kale and drive it to a hotel room in an attempt to 

have sex with it!)

Directions

1. Spread kale evenly onto a baking pan.

2. Spray kale with olive oil.

3. Sprinkle garlic salt evenly over kale.

4. Bake in oven at 350 degrees for about 12 minutes  

(until you can see it crisping on the edges).

5. Eat your kale crisps while watching “She’s All That” and 

become nostalgic about your lame 90s childhood, 

which for some reason seems so much more delightful 

in retrospect. (It wasn’t your experiences, it was the boy 

bands. The boy bands were delightful).

INGREDIENTS

“Kale’s All That” Kale Crisps
Cool Rec

ipe 1 :

Kale

Olive oil (preferably the spray-kind)

Garlic salt

Optional: Any other seasonings you 

think would get Usher, the school DJ, 

to take notice of your kale

Not optional: Listening to “Kiss Me” 

by Sixpence None the Richer while 

you eat your kale



“Gotta Have My
  (Margarita) Pops!”

“Yes, I AM Eating Out of a 
Bag of Cheese, DEAL WITH IT” 

Cool Recipe 2:

Cool Recipe 3:

Directions

1. Open bag of grated cheese, put about half of the bag aside 

into ziplock (so that you can make two, duh). 

2. Dump warm, diced chicken (or veggie chicken), salsa, and a 

spoonful of sour cream into the bag. 

3. Smash up tortilla chips, and sprinkle into the bag.

4. Seal the bag, and proceed to shake all of the ingredients 

together while singing, “Shake, shake, shake! Shake, shake, 

shake, shake your TACOS!” loudly.

5. Cry over how disgusting you are. Let sit 10-20 seconds.

6. Repeat process for second taco bag.

7. Eat out of your taco bags with a fork like a fucking lady, 

Bethany. You think this is a fucking game? Get your hands out 

of there, dammit!

Directions: 

1. Combine lemon juice and lime juice in a bowl. Add sugar and 

whisk until completely dissolved.

2. Add tequila, triple sec, and water. Stir until combined.

3. Pour into Popsicle molds (or just your ice cube tray and stick 

halved Popsicle sticks in them, duh).

4. Freeze for at least 6 hours.

5. Consume until texting Damien (the guy who smells how Rob 

Ford feels in the morning) sounds like a good idea. 

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS
I’m not fucking around with this recipe, so don’t fuck it up. But do 

get fucked up, on it. Responsibly. I’m looking at you, Janica…

A bag of grated cheese (Whatever 

your preference. I like mozzarella. 

And cheddar. And Monterey jack.  

I just like cheese.)

Tortilla chips

Salsa

Diced chicken (or veggie chicken)

Optional: Sour cream 

Not Optional: A lack of respect for 

your internal organs, fork

1/2 cup lime juice

1/4 cup lemon juice

1/4 cup sugar

1/4 cup tequila

3 TBSP of triple sec

3/4 cup water



Amount you shouldTotally looks like a beach ball.
Complete coincidence. put on.

Time spent insisting that you put

enough sunblock on to the person

rubbing aloe vera on your back,

which now feels like it has Satan’s

jizz all over it.

Amount you
 actually put on.

SunBlock
Cool Pie Chart 3



There are a lot of ways to sneak alcohol into an event, but not a lot of them will also make the other attendees 

afraid of you. So here’s my “summer hack” for accomplishing both of these goals:

Buy a pack of women’s pads. 

Take out one of the pads, but keep the 

wrapper. Put all of your money/credit cards/ID 

inside the wrapper.

Buy a large bottle of sunscreen (the kind that 

could fit your smart phone and keys).

Completely empty the bottle of sunscreen and 

clean and dry it.

Put your keys and phone inside the empty bottle 

of sunscreen. Put the pad wrapper on top.

No one will (probably) steal a bottle of 

sunscreen, but if they DO, hopefully they’ll 

drop it the moment they open it up to the horror 

that is an empty pad wrapper inside, and run far, 

far away from the disgusting person who would do 

that (you).

Clear alcohol: 

Put it in a plastic bag with a fake 

goldfish. Tell everyone who asks that it’s your 

recently deceased goldfish, Lawrence Fish-burn, 

whose “final wish was to come to this insert 

name of event here.” Then, if anyone sees 

you drinking out of a plastic bag with a 

fake goldfish, no one is gonna mess with 

you. Because you’re clearly a freak and 

no one wants to deal with that shit, not 

even concert security. 

Dark alcohol: 

Put it in a plastic bag with a fake goldfish. 

Tell everyone who asks that it’s your recently 

deceased goldfish, Sir Ian McShell-an, whose 

“final wish was to come to this insert 

name of event here, and to be buried 

in a plastic bag filled with rum and 

coke.” No one will mess with you.

How to Hide Your Shit at the Beach So You Can Go in the Water 
and Feel 20% Less Paranoid About Someone Stealing Your Shit

Cool Life Hack 3:

2

3

4
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6

*Note: You’ll probably be kicked out of this event for doing this, but that’s not my problem. You wanted a way to sneak in alcohol so that you don’t have to share and I gave it to you. The rest is up to you, your determination, and your thriving alcoholism. 

How to Sneak Alcohol into an Event While Also Ensuring 
That No One Will Ask You to Share Your Alcohol

Cool Life Hack 2
:



“How do you pronounce her last name?”

“Wait...is this supposed to be real? Or is this fake? I don’t get it.”

“This wasn’t helpful, but I liked the flow-charts. Those were kind  
of helpful, but not really. I think I just like flow-charts.”

“Gripping, sensual, and fearless-- I could NOT put this down! 
Another extraordinary work from--oh, wait. Sorry, wrong book.  

I’m supposed to be reviewing something else that’s probably  
much, much better than this. I haven’t read this.” 

I’d like to dedicate this book to everyone, everywhere. Except 
bad people. You know, like assholes and bullies and murderers 
and Kevin’s mom. I’d like to also dedicate this book to my family, 
my friends, and that scene* in Dumb and Dumber (*where Lloyd 
sees Harry hanging with Mary and starts gagging), that inspired 
me to become an actress. I wouldn’t be writing this if I had 
actually fulfilled my real dream, so I’d like to especially thank 
my own personal failures for making this book possible. 

Georgie Guinane’s “How to Stay 
Cool This Summer...” e-book:

Here’s what readers are saying about

Dedication & Thanks


